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Team Name (circle / highlight one): 

FULL CoC        CSPH          PIT Workgroup             HMIS Committee 
Compliance & Monitoring Committee               Membership Committee 
Executive Committee                      Other: ________________________ 

Date: 
January 3, 2017 
Start time: 
3:01pm 

Meeting location: CCRPC, 1776 Washington, 
Urbana 

 End time: 
 

Meeting Leader: Jason Recorder: Rob Participant list to be attached  
 

MEETING SUMMARY 
 

Topic Presenter Status/Update/Action Items in Bold (actions assigned) 

Introductions / requested 
additions to agenda 

All Today will consist of a CoC meeting, a joint CoC and CSPH 
meeting/presentation and then the CSPH meeting. Next month will be a 
joint CoC/CSPH meeting.  

Approval of December 
minutes 

Jason, Lisa • Approval of 2016-12-06 minutes-sent out prior to meeting. Request 
for changes. Sister Karen, Bev Baker seconds. Minutes approved, 
with no abstentions.  

• Move to posting minutes on website-part of planning grant 
earmarked for website development. This purpose would be a place 
to direct folks if they have interest in gaining knowledge about 
homelessness.  
How far back do we want to go? Bev suggests starting now and 
moving forward without email notification. Maybe a reminder with 
the link to where we can find them? As long as they are easily 
printable off the website. Jason will send minutes for now, but in 
the future, the meeting reminders will have the links. Currently 
hosted on CCRPC’s website. More information to be added as we 
can.   

Committee reports various • [Christy] Ending Veteran’s Homelessness-In the last 30 days, up to 
14 homeless vets. Housed two veterans. Currently have twelve 
veterans they are serving.  

• [Jason] Executive Committee-no update at this time, all information 
is folded into rest of agenda.  

• No other Committees presented reports. 
NOFA awards Jason • Brief update-2016 NOFA Awards were released. TIER I and the 

one project straddling TIER I and TIER II was fully funded. 
Unfortunately, TIER II was not funded just like last year. On a 
practical level, our community lost 5 Shelter + Care beds. We are 
working to try and house those five individuals. Mark Driscoll 
asks if that was permanent supportive housing. The answer is yes. 
Sheila Ferguson reports that the 5 individuals housed are 
Rosecrance clients and Lisa Benson confirms that the 5 vouchers 
eliminated were for chronically homeless, these 5 individuals are 
chronically homeless with mental health disabilities. 

Housing Action Illinois 
“federal success stories” 

Jason • Deadline January 6-the deadline was extended to January 6th. Jason 
encourages all those who receive HUD funding to get a story or 
two put in. 

PIT Jason • Brief updates-January 26th, 2017.  
• Gift cards-possibly spending planning grant money on these if the 

needed donations cannot be obtained through donations and this  is 



deemed an appropriate use of the planning grant funds.  
• Volunteer recruitment-the event will be 5-8pm. Very brief training 

and dinner provided. From 6pm-8pm, volunteers in small groups 
will go out into the community looking for homeless individuals. 
As we did last year, each CoC member agency is asked to 
contribute one individual to assist with the Point in Time. 

HIC Lisa • Planning-Lisa reports that the HIC is completed each year around 
the time of the Point in Time. Any changes in bed or unit inventory 
should be reported to Lisa. This coexists with the PIT. Each HIC 
project’s bed utilization at the date of the point in time is reflected. 
HMIS is used to pull the sheltered count from the area shelters. The 
PIT count includes both the sheltered and the unsheltered 
population.  
Andy Kulczycki mentions that there will be someone available to 
count in Rantoul. How broad was our survey when we did our PIT? 
We can document our efforts to reach out to the smaller 
communities. Bev Baker-suggests reaching out to the sheriff’s 
department to elicit information about homeless persons they may 
be aware of in rural areas. Jason to take that question to the PIT 
team to follow up. 

VAWA Reauthorization Jason • Update-Exec. Comm. to pull together information in the near 
future. Will remain on the agenda until at least March.  

Strategic Plan Jason • Plan for February joint meeting-we want to be purposeful in what 
we are going to do to address homelessness. We are going to 
address the biggest issues and needs. One thing that would be 
helpful is if there is one thing you would like to see or a service 
gap you perceive, please bring those ideas.  

In-meeting additions (if any)   

Next meetings • Executive Committee –Wednesday, January 11 and 25, 2017, 3pm Courage 
Connection, Champaign 

• Full CoC – Tuesday, February 7, 2017, 3pm, CCRPC, Dimit Conference Room, 
1776 E Washington, U – special joint meeting with CSPH: Strategic Plan 
2017-2019 

• Other Committees? January 9th at 2:00pm Ending Veteran Homelessness. 
Begin joint CoC / CSPH meeting   

Announcements (if any) – to 
overlap with CSPH 

All • Rosecrance will be sponsoring David Sheff at the Champaign 
Public Library on January 23rd, 2017 at 7:00pm. This information 
has also been posted on the Champaign Public Library website.  

• CCRPC still has rent assistance funds. Phone screenings being 
completed and scheduling appointment. Hoping to serve about 20 
more folks.  

• Centralized Intake in December 154 calls, 28 intakes scheduled, 18 
no shows/cancelled and rescheduled. Current waitlist total of 30 
households, 7 single men, 14 single women and 9 families.   

• Austin’s place opened for the tenth season. Slow at first but now 
roughly every night has about four women.  

• Happy new year from Andy!  
• Matt Rejc from City of Urbana, Con Plan hearing for social service 

agencies, Tuesday January 10th. More information on the City of 
Urbana website. 

“A Brief History of CSPH 
and Champaign County CoC” 

Jason A group called CSPH began in 1992 in order to collaborate and address 
homelessness at the community level. Ultimately, CSPH has had two 
main functions-networking and projects. 
 



The McKinney-Vento Act (1987) was the first federal law specifically 
addressing homelessness. In 1994, a federal requirement was made that 
in order to receive funding through HUD, communities must form  a 
Continuum of Care. 
 
Most mission statements and vision statements of our agencies have 
some form of collaboration in them – collaboration with our 
community’s partners is by definition part of our individual jobs. 
CoC funding is specific to HUD. CSPH would continue to meet on a 
regular basis and then CoC would meet quarterly, if that frequently.  
 
HUD then got more and more stringent. In 2009, the HEARTH Act 
was passed and in 2012, the CoC Interim Rule. NOFA applications 
then became a lot more competitive. HUD wanted to know how you 
are addressing homelessness on a community level. Our CoC then 
began to meet more frequently. CSPH was sometime thereafter noted 
as a subcommittee of the CoC, largely to make the NOFA score 
stronger (show that we did community level efforts to address 
homelessness outside of HUD requirements). CSPH has basically run 
autonomously. Neither or these bodies exist in a “legal” sense and that 
affects what we can and cannot do. HUD is the only body that says that 
CoCs matter. Several CoCs have become legal entities. 
 
CSPH is the body where many efforts have begun. For example, 
Austin’s Place, saw a need in the community for homeless women. 
Undy 500, the Canteen Run, and the Emergency Family Shelter have 
all begun through discussions and collaboration at CSPH. The 
community is stronger because of the strength of CSPH and the CoC. 
 
CSPH currently has three leadership positions: the chair, the vice-chair, 
and secretary. Melany has been in charge for the past 5-6 years. Melany 
has recently resigned as has Christy (to take a position on the Executive 
Committee for the CoC). Lena Hoch is the Vice Chair but in discussion 
with Jason have agreed she should not take over the leadership role due 
to her reporting directly to Jason at Courage Connection:  having one 
agency leading both bodies presents a potential (and perceived) conflict 
of interest, especially with Lena reporting to Jason through Courage 
Connection). 
 
Qualities for the chair (from discussion between Jason and Melany: 
incubation (recognizing needs and fostering the efforts) and 
innovation (HUD has lots of restrictions on the CoC but CSPH does 
not). CSPH will work closely with the CoC but should remain largely 
autonomous. In order to be on the leadership team, you have to become 
a member prior to elections.  

 

 


